ANAMED FELLOWS’ SPRING WORKSHOPS 2017

29/04
Efrâd-ı Nâs: Humble Makers of History
Rahif Behner | Gyan Gan-Osaa | Darren E. Chardziev | Amin Scag | Shirlee T. Anselm | Yorin Kikuu | Mekaxa Monlak | Jegnep Rokhynsz | Adolf Enxhin Yoribz | See Nur Yuliz

06/05
Constructing Ideologies, Communicating Identities
Aşıhan Avgxk | Hala Assqshl | Sihan Cqcl | Olaf Hllo | Turhan Kaçar | Han Hiden Llew | Ivan Mnr | Batisdan Pantelit | Laura Pchlt | Roman Shiliaqthn

12/05
Anatolian Seascapes
Caroline Augres | Jesko Fiksdth | Nergis Gnsenrn | Matthew Hnppr | Wei-Sheng Lnh | Edn Īzr | Kathryn Swngng | Greg Vmnbl

13/05
Space Transformations: Multi-Scalar Approaches to the Past
Mobil Àngar | Rulfre Arkk | Ayşe Beglîq Hennr | Mqbo Dnrus Tnmhkzr | Qbdrin Èrn | Uxuality Mnírn | Elizabeth A. Mph | Ejran Dqngn | Nkkmen Scoprr
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ANAMED FELLOWS’ SP. WORKSHOPS 2017

29/04
Efeda’s Nâzâ Humbale Makers of History
10.30 - 10.45 Introduction: Tayῦn̄ın Tako (ANAMED)
10.45 - 11.55 Chair: Omer Bener (Indian University)
Sara Herve Yole (ANAMED): Medieval Anatolian Narratives and Romanticist Poetics, Religious, and Historical Implications
Aref Ercan Yolcuğlu (ANAMED): The Corpse in the Arapbeşte Shop: Mânuq in the Early Modern Odemis World
11.45 - 12.00 Coffee break
12.00 - 12.15 Chair: Tansu Kibâlçlı (Bilkent University)
Melike Ertuğrul (ANAMED): Daddy’s Precious is the Only Root for the Ottoman Approaching Neighborhood Connections of Some Modern Literatures
Sezgin Can Yılmaz (ANAMED): Exchange of Ottoman-Official Records Between the Ankara Government and the British Mandate Governments in Syria, Transjordan and Iraq in the 1920s
13.00 - 14.30 Lunch break
14.30 - 15.30 Chair: Ahmet Emre (Ege University)
Merven T. Tanrıkar (ANAMED): Spectators of Early Modern Istanbul, Sublime Attractions and Spaces of Opportunities
Eвлена Е. Атанов (ANAMED): Names in the Margins: Tracking Lookers of Novels in the Late Ottoman Empire
15.30 - 15.45 Coffee break
15.45 - 16.00 Round table with all presenters and independent reviewers: Rahmi Önder, Ahmet Emre, and Tansu Kibâlçlı

06/05
Constructing Ideologies, Communicating Identities
Chair: Şerafet Çakır (ANAMED)
10.00 - 10.15 Introduction: Şerafet Çakır (ANAMED)
10.15 - 11.00 Besikdibi Merve (Bilkent University): Memory and Phrasing
11.00 - 11.20 Coffee break
Chair: Meltem Yener (ANAMED)
11.20 - 12.10 Hala Alzahaw (ANAMED): A Starting Point: Building the Concepts of Ideology and Identity in Islamicate
12.10 - 12.20 Laure Moïse (ANAMED): Materialized Distinctions: The Value of Objects for the Communication of Identity
12.20 - 13.00 Lunch break
Chair: Meltem Yener (ANAMED)
13.00 - 13.45 Yüksel Karahasan (ANAMED): What Could be an Ecocritical Geographical View to the Imperial Administration? Two Rural Estates Case Studies in Northern Anatolia
14.30 - 15.15 Coffee break
Chair: Meltem Yener (ANAMED)
15.15 - 15.40 Han Hidaiye (ANAMED): The Alevi: Inheritance: Genealogical Legitimation in the Works of can kesesi: gâwîn
16.15 - 16.30 Şevvâr Köprü (ANAMED): Love and Rebellion: The Case of Meetûn ibn Fârûq (1355-1425)
16.30 - 17.00 Coffee break
Chair: Şerafet Çakır (ANAMED)
17.00 - 18.00 Concluding Discussion: Ayşe Kırık (Yalova University, Safranbolu University)
Umit Tufan (Cevdet Nusret Research Institute in Istanbul: Center for Middle Eastern Studies, Lund University)

12/05
Anatolian Seascapes
Chair: Meryem Özcan (Istanbul University)
09:45 - 10:00 Welcome & Introductory remarks
10:00 - 10:30 Costas Arvanitis (ANAMED): Maritime Transport Connections in Cities During Antiquity: A Look to Lycia in the Large Scale Trading System
10:30 - 11.00 Karineth Sjöwall (ANAMED): Changing the Perspective: A Coastal Architectural Site at Late Antique Emerita
11:00 - 11.20 Coffee break
Chair: Hosun Yener (ANAMED)
11.20 - 12.15 Jonas Flatholm (UO): Lake and Mountain: The Maritime Countryside of Lakon in Byzantine Times
13.15 - 13.30 Lunch break
Chair: Hosun Yener (ANAMED)
14.30 - 15.00 Ole Rønne (ANAMED): The Presence of Treasure, Punic Watercraft and Security Production in the Early Modern Mediterranean
15.00 - 15.45 Coffee break
Chair: Meryem Özcan (ANAMED)
15.45 - 16.15 Matthew Harper (ANAMED): Ancient Maritime Dynamics: Cities, Sites, and Seas
16.15 - 17.15 Symposium in commemoration of Meryem Özcan (Istanbul University)
17.15 - 18.00 Thanks, acknowledgments & closing

13/05
Space Transformations: Multi-Scalar Approaches to the Past
Chair: Akin Bicaksiz (Bilkent University)
11.00 - 11.30 Nikola Kovacevic (ANAMED): Made In The Mediterranean Peninsula
11.30 - 12.00 Sume Görgülü (Istanbul University): Emergence of Anatolian Type of Modeled Settlement in Eastern Thrace
11.00 - 12.00 Coffee break
Chair: Ornella Gherardi (ANAMED)
13.00 - 14.00 Comparative Regional Approaches to Urban Buildings: A Multi-Scalar Analysis of a Maritty Site in Northern Adriatic Peninsula
14.00 - 15.00 Elisabeth A. Morris (ANAMED): Late Antique Urban Industry in Antioch: Rebuilding and Urban Transformations
15.00 - 15.30 Coffee break
Chair: Akin Bicaksiz (Bilkent University)
15.30 - 16.00 Hållì Arge (ANAMED): Approaching Cemal Gurse: Urban Realities and the Impact of Maps and Models
16.00 - 17.30 Ayes Akgün, (ANAMED): Aesthetics, Visuality and Urban Interaction: The Early Sofia and their New
16.30 - 17.00 Elisebor Moisan (ANAMED): Bulgarian Monuments in Byzantium and Ottoman Monuments in Bulgaria: A Transnational Perspective
17.00 - 17.30 Roundtable discussion
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